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Savings Today, Growth Tomorrow

Maximize your supply chain performance

Reduce costs, increase efficiency, and improve sustainably with pooled reusable packaging solutions built and managed by Tosca.
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Try our quick savings calculator

How much will RPCs save you?

Reusables help you save by reducing shrink, improving efficiency, and decreasing labor costs. Use this tool to calculate how much you will save when you switch to RPCs.





Calculate my savings with RPCs






Try our quick savings calculator
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New Report

What’s next for your supply chain?

Tap into the future. Read this report to see supply chains today are doing to prepare for what is coming.





Download the report now
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Maximize supply chain performance






Calculate your savings






Future-proof your supply chain
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Savings Today, Growth Tomorrow

Maximize your supply chain performance

Reduce costs, increase efficiency, and improve sustainability with pooled reusable packaging solutions built and managed by Tosca.
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Watch brand video
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A global leader in supply chain pooling

What will collaborative partnership do for you?

Experience a partnership that works alongside you. Tosca is a pooling service provider dedicated to meeting your specific packaging needs and challenges.





Why Tosca?






A global leader in supply chain pooling











Maximize supply chain performance






Supply Chain Pooling
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By the numbers

See the impact everywhere in your supply chain.












4

xstronger



RPCs are stronger than the average corrugated box, protecting your products and reducing damage.








52

%labor savings



Significant in-store stocking efficiency when using a retail-ready packaging solution.








#1

leader



North American leader in RPCs, serving 5,300+ retail locations.








66

%emissions reduction



Achieve reduced emissions when switching from other packaging solutions.








100

%recycled



All Tosca reusables can be recycled at end of life.















Pooled reusables with responsive service.

Is packaging slowing you down? Tosca reusables are always ready to move. Get access to industry-leading plastic crates, bulk containers and more with no capital outlay.




HOW POOLING WORKS









Your browser does not support HTML video.
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Purpose-driven solutions

A complete lineup of reusables.
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Reusable plastic crates (RPCs)





Reduce damage and save with reusable plastic containers for every supply chain. 
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Pallets





Drive efficiency and savings with plastic pallets designed for strength and hygiene.
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Bulk containers





Achieve sustainability goals and avoid contaminants with foldable bulk containers.
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Dollies





Get more from your labor with dollies designed for faster stocking and fulfillment.
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Sustainability without sacrifice

Meet your sustainability goals





Achieve your sustainability goals without sacrifice. Pooled reusables drive measurable impact for your sustainability goals and your bottom line. With a solution that prioritizes both efficiency and waste reduction, you don’t have to choose.


Learn more
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Delivering quality service

A flexible global network that’s wherever you are







Tosca is a leading pooler of plastic crates in North America and plastic pallets in Europe. Our massive footprint of wash, service and repair centers delivers the perfect combination of size, resources and flexibility.


Our locations
























Partnered with the world’s top brands

A word from our clients.
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From the very beginning, this idea of using reusable containers that have a lifespan of at least eight to 10 years and can then be recycled, in place of single-use foam coolers, was about doing what’s right for the environment, and getting the seafood industry as a whole on board.”



Mark Fromm

Wegmans seafood category merchant
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In the grocery industry, making a change is like turning a battleship. So it’s important to have an experienced partner like Tosca that is so involved and makes the process as easy as possible. For any retailer considering implementing RPCs, my advice is just try it.”

 



Todd Patti

Former Vice President of Dairy, Ahold Delhaize
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Our customers are always looking for the next best thing, and Tosca allowed us to deliver that to them… Any time you work with somebody, you want to work with good people that make the process easy and manageable, and that’s what Tosca has been able to do for us. We’ve been able to go to our customers and say, ‘look what we can do for you.’ We can help the environment and we can do things that match all of our sustainability goals, not just ours but our retailers.”



Brad Moore

Retail Sales Manager at Fieldale
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Using reusable plastic crates in place of polystyrene is a win-win-win. There is a cost savings for everyone involved in the program and we have a hand in helping the environment. JJ McDonnell’s success in launching and maintaining this program is founded on partnering with like-minded vendors and customers who strive to be responsible stewards to our environment. Sustainability is an important initiative for JJ McDonnell, making the collaboration with a company like Tosca that inherently supports that vision so easy.”



 George McManus 

JJ McDonnell & Co. CEO
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As consumers continue to ask for reusable models, it’s important for Loop to have partners who are not only aligned on our vision but have the capacity to expand with us across the globe. Tosca has been working in reuse through secondary packaging for more than 60 years so it makes sense we would combine efforts to increase accessibility to reuse.”



Tom Szaky

TerraCycle and Loop CEO
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Let’s talk

Get in touch with a Tosca expert.


Let’s explore how we can help you solve your most prevailing challenges and walk through how reusables can bring efficiency, sustainability, and savings to your supply chain.”




Get In Touch
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About Tosca


Tosca is a global leader in reusable plastic packaging and performance pooling solutions, purpose-built for our customers to eliminate food, labor, and transportation waste and improve performance at every turn.
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Introducing one stronger partner

Globally, Contraload BV Logistics is changing to Tosca, bringing you one stronger partner for a higher performing supply chain. You'll find the products and information you know and need from contraload.com now on toscaltd.com.
Watch the video to learn more.

Watch the video
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Introducing one stronger partner

Globally, Polymer Logistics is changing to Tosca, bringing you one stronger partner for a higher performing supply chain. You’ll find the products and information you know and need from Polymerlogistics.com on the new toscaltd.com. Watch the video to learn more.

Watch the video






















